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Executive Summary
Queen Anne’s Conservation Association (“QACA”) has engaged AKRF, Inc. (“AKRF”), a regionally
respected environmental planning and engineering services firm (whose nearest office is in Hanover,
MD) to conduct an independent study to determine whether there is a current need for replacement of
the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Crossing from a traffic operations perspective. This study reviews and
evaluates the methods, results, and conclusions stated in the Purpose and Need Assessment document
dated February 2019, which was prepared by the Maryland Transportation Authority (MDTA). This study
presents independent results in two broad categories traffic growth forecasting, and relevant
transportation trends and improvements.
The traffic growth forecasting method used by MDTA is a regional travel demand model, which has
complicated inputs for population, demographics, origin-destination patterns, and other unknown
factors. AKRF does not have access to this model or the assumptions used to forecast traffic at the
existing bridge crossing, so our estimates rely on historic growth trends over more than 15 years for
summer weekend traffic and the last five years for weekday traffic to present an independent traffic
growth forecast.
The MDTA model starts with existing traffic count data from 2017 that leads to biased findings because
it only captures one day of weekend traffic from August, which was much higher than an average
summer weekend day according to AKRF’s research. The Purpose and Need Assessment bases several
conclusions on the 2040 forecasted summer weekend conditions which show a high number of hours of
traffic congestion and many miles of traffic queues in that document. It is typically not acceptable to rely
on one day of traffic counts when there could be a daily fluctuation in traffic that is above or below
average. It is customary to use multiple days of traffic count data to present average conditions as has
been done in the AKRF study. Furthermore, AKRF has only presented average daily weekend traffic for a
particular year if historic counts were available for at least one full weekend in the average summer
month of July. For weekday conditions, MDTA used multiple days of counts in 2017, while AKRF used the
Maryland Department of Transportation’s (MDOT’s) reported annual average weekday daily traffic for
the bridge, which is already smoothed out using seasonal adjustment factors according to an accepted
methodology to eliminate daily traffic fluctuations.
Next, the assumptions in the MDTA model do not indicate whether important trends or other factors
such as increased telecommuting or economic recessions were taken into account, nor whether planned
or available improvements such as cashless toll collection, improved management of the reversible lane,
or variable tolling to reduce congestion were included. It can only be assumed that these trends and
improvements were not considered in the model, which then presents future traffic and congestion
levels that are higher than may actually materialize. In particular, telecommuting is likely to permanently
change from the previous share of five percent of the workforce to a much higher number since a large
number of employers and employees have adjusted to a new paradigm in 2020.
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The long-term influence of the COVID-19 pandemic on traffic and travel patterns is not yet understood.
However, there are discussions of COVID-19 in this study, and an alternate set of traffic forecasts
reflecting potential economic downturns is included. The Purpose and Need Assessment does not
mention economic recessions or the traffic growth-stagnating effects typically following them. Should
two modest economic downturns occur between 2019 and 2040 as is assumed in the alternate traffic
forecasts, these may result in the Purpose and Need Assessment’s traffic projections being an even
larger overestimate of what actual traffic will be.
According to the independent conclusions of AKRF in this study, the levels of traffic and congestion
shown to demonstrate the need for a replacement bridge using 2040 projections may not be reached
until late this century or beyond. Additionally, according to the 2015 Life Cycle Cost Analysis Study by
MDTA, the bridge can be safely maintained through 2065 with currently programmed and anticipated
rehabilitation and maintenance work. That study states that beyond 2065, the bridge may require major
rehabilitation but would not be structurally deficient or functionally obsolete. Therefore, based on the
conclusions of AKRF’s study of traffic congestion and operations on the bridge, and MDTA’s Life Cycle
Study of the bridge’s structural integrity, there will not likely be a need for a replacement bridge by 2040
for either traffic or structural purposes.
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Introduction
This report presents an independent study to determine whether there is a current need for
replacement of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Crossing from a traffic operations perspective. The study
reviews and evaluates the methods, results, and conclusions stated in the Purpose and Need
Assessment document dated February 2019, prepared by the MDTA. This report also considers and
relies on results of comprehensive research efforts identifying strategies used at comparable facilities in
the region, and available traffic data from MDOT on the Bay Bridge from 2003 to 2018. These findings
are then also compared to traffic projections in the 2004 Transportation Needs Report and 2015 Life
Cycle Cost Analysis Study. The above three studies and 2019 Open House materials that were provided
on the “baycrossingstudy.com” website at the time of preparation of this report are included as the
Maryland government agency reports.
For each of the improvements and/or trends that are considered, this report presents up to three types
of traffic metrics for comparison, all of which are used by the Purpose and Need Assessment to justify a
bridge replacement:


Traffic Volumes: Anticipated growth of typical weekday and/or summer weekend traffic, shown in
the units of “vehicles per hour” or “vehicles per day,” as applicable;



Queue Length: The line of cars spilling back from the toll plaza in the eastbound direction, shown in
the units of miles; and



Traffic Congestion: Hours of the day where the bridge traffic demand would exceed the traffic
capacity in either direction of the crossing.
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resulted in a much higher traffic volume than for an average 2017 summer weekend day. The difference
in these starting points translates to much higher 2040 traffic projections in the Purpose and Need
Assessment than would reasonably be expected, which is used to support the need for a bridge
replacement. None of the projections shown in Table 1 and Figure 1 (including AKRF’s) consider the
effect on traffic volume associated with the current COVID-19 pandemic, or another recession or two
that could occur between 2019 and 2040. The 2007-2008 financial crisis resulted in a decrease in
average annual daily traffic (AADT) by 5.4 percent in 2008 according to data from the Purpose and Need
Assessment, shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. 2005-2015 Annual Average Daily Traffic, Weekdays and Weekends Combined

Additional recession events would result in reducing the traffic volumes even further. In a scenario
where there would be two hypothetical economic downturns between 2019 and 2040, traffic volumes
are anticipated to stagnate for several years similar to the pattern shown in Figure 2 following the 200708 financial crisis. Figures 3 and 4 show the weekday and weekend projected daily traffic volumes,
respectively, after factoring in two economic downturns. The first economic downturn was assumed to
occur in 2020-2022 due to the 2020 coronavirus pandemic. Traffic volumes would decline in 2020 due to
the pandemic and then it was assumed for the purposes of the projection that they would sharply
recover but remain stagnant from 2021-2022, though it should be noted that as of September, 2020
there remains significant uncertainty over how quickly the economy, and traffic volumes in general, is
expected to recover. The second economic downturn was assumed to occur in 2030-2032, and traffic
volumes would also stagnate over this period. Assuming that the same pattern of traffic volume growth
would occur during interim years, this would result in a slightly lower projected 2040 traffic volumes and
growth rates, as shown in Table 2.
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Figure 3. Weekday Annual Average Daily Traffic projections assuming two hypothetical recessions




2020-2022: COVID-19 induced recession resulting in 40 percent decline in 2020 traffic volume
and stagnation in recovery of traffic volumes in 2021-22
2030-2032: Hypothetical recession resulting in a two-year stagnation of traffic volumes
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hours (92 percent) of the day, as indicated in Figure 5. This does not suggest that there were not bridge
delays during more than two hours on specific high traffic days in the summer of 2018. Under conditions
where this average delay was exceeded, it was because of the constraints of the toll plaza, certain days
where the average summer weekend daily traffic was exceeded, and/or the presence of non-recurring
delays such as traffic incidents and emergencies which temporarily reduced the capacity of the bridge or
nearby highway connections. However, the figure illustrates that when presenting average summer
weekend daily traffic in 2018, only two hours of the day exceeded the bridge capacity that year.
Replacing the Chesapeake Bay Bridge should not be based on unique traffic conditions that occur only
over a relatively small percentage of the time, but must consider entire seasonal averages over many
years of historic data, in addition to transportation trends and improvements, as discussed in this report.
2018 Summer Weekend Day—Chesapeake Bay Bridge Capacity

Figure 5. Actual 2018 Volumes

If more realistic growth forecasting is applied to the expected number of hours in a day that the bridge
would exceed its traffic capacity, the AKRF volume projection estimates indicate that capacity on the
Chesapeake Bay Bridge could be exceeded for only 12 percent of a typical summer day in 2040,
compared to 58 percent of a summer day according to the Purpose and Need Assessment traffic volume
projections, shown in Figures 6 and 7.
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2040 Summer Weekend Day—Chesapeake Bay Bridge Capacity

Figure 6. 2040 AKRF Volume Projections

Figure 7. 2040 Purpose and Need Assessment Volume Projections

Although under the AKRF projection, bridge capacity would be exceeded for 12 percent of a typical
summer day in 2040, it is AKRF’s opinion that this projected capacity exceedance, which is of modest
proportions, would likely be even lower than 12 percent considering the operational improvements and
mobility trends discussed in the next section of this study..
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Trends and Improvements
In addition to traffic growth comparisons, this report presents several traffic operational improvements
and mobility trends that could be considered to prolong the life of the bridge. The additional
improvements and/or trends analyzed in this report which presumably were not included in the traffic
projections in the Purpose and Need Assessment but should be considered in the DEIS are:


Telecommuting, which gained traction among all regional
workers between 2000 and 2016 (the most recent year for which
census commuting data is available) in the Washington D.C. and
Baltimore Metropolitan areas, Queen Anne’s County, and Anne
Arundel County;



Cashless Tolling, or converting the eastbound Bay Bridge
toll plaza to all electronic toll collection which occurred in
May 2020;



Congestion Pricing, which uses variable tolls by time of day/year to
manage peak period congestion and induce some motorists with
flexibility in their travel plans to shift their trip to off-peak times; and



Managed Lanes, a dynamic management tool using real-time data
to allow MDTA to better decide when the reversible lane should be
used, or if the reversible lane or other lanes should have higher
tolls, or require high occupancy vehicles to use it during peak
conditions to reduce overall traffic congestion on the Bay Bridge.

These improvements and/or trends are not new to the D.C./Baltimore Metro area, and each are
available tools with a proven record for reducing peak period traffic congestion, which could extend the
life of the bridge. If implemented in combination, there would be even greater benefits. The results of
individual studies for each of the potential improvements and their effects on different metrics for
traffic operations are presented below, with supporting materials provided in the appendices.

Telecommuting
If the percent of the region’s workforce that chooses to telecommute increased from five percent today
to 10 percent in 2040 as a reasonable assumption for more aggressive adoption of telecommuting (See
Appendix 2), typical weekday daily traffic volumes on the Chesapeake Bay Bridge according to AKRF
projections would increase by only four percent from 2018 to 2040, compared to eight percent if the
share of the workforce that telecommutes were to continue to grow at the steady rate of three percent
per year as for the past decade. These volumes and growth rates are compared to the Purpose and
Need Assessment forecasted traffic volume growth rate of 23 percent from 2017 to 2040, as shown in
Table 3.
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As shown in Table 6 and Table 7, the application of managed lanes along the Chesapeake Bay Bridge
could result in reduced 2040 projected peak hour traffic volumes in the eastbound direction during
summer weekends, and could potentially reduce the number of hours when 2040 projected weekday
volumes exceed capacity. Although there could be certain times of the day where the bridge capacity is
exceeded even with managed lanes in 2040, it is AKRF’s opinion that this measure, properly
implemented and taken together with the other measures described in this section, will reduce peak
period traffic congestion and likely substantially prolong the life of the bridge.
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Cumulative Effects and Conclusion
The effects of each individual improvement and/or trend on traffic volume forecasts, toll plaza queues,
and traffic congestion show that by applying more realistic assumptions such as realistic growth,
telecommuting, or cashless tolling, and implementing appropriate congestion mitigation strategies such
as congestion pricing or managed lanes, the projected traffic conditions in the Purpose and Need
Assessment would not be reached in 2040. Two cumulative effects analyses are presented:
(1) a typical weekday traffic volume projection showing the number of years it would take to reach the
projected 2040 daily volumes presented in the Purpose and Need Assessment of 84,276 vehicles per day
(shown in Table 1) if more realistic growth and continued natural growth in telecommuting were
assumed; and
(2) a summer weekend peak hour volume-to-capacity comparison showing the number of years it would
take to reach the projected 2040 daily congested hours exceeding bridge capacity shown in Figure 6
according to the Purpose and Need Assessment if the benefits of congestion pricing and managed lanes
benefits were assumed.
The results of these studies show that by assuming more realistic traffic growth trends, when combined
with commonly-used, implementable traffic congestion-reducing tools, the Chesapeake Bay Bridge
would not reach the metrics presented in the Purpose and Need Assessment until late this century or
beyond.

Figure 8. Estimated Number of Years to Reach Purpose and Need Weekday Daily Projected Traffic Volumes per AKRF
Realistic Traffic Growth Forecasts and Continued Telecommuting Trends
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As shown in Figure 8, based on the more realistic traffic volume growth rates, the projected weekday
daily traffic volume of approximately 84,276 vehicles in 2040 would not be attained until the year 2082.
The estimates presented in Figure 8 assume a continuous, steady growth in telecommuting; if the
growth rate in telecommuting were to accelerate even more rapidly when compared to the rate of
growth in recent years, then it could potentially take even longer to attain the projected weekday daily
traffic volume from the Purpose and Need Assessment’s forecasts for 2040. Furthermore, these
projections did not include potential reductions in traffic volume growth that will occur as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic and any future recessions likely to occur and last a year or more between 2019 and
2040.

Figure 9. Estimated Years to Reach Purpose and Need Summer Weekend Daily Projected Traffic Congestion per AKRF
Realistic Traffic Growth Forecasts with Variable Tolls and Managed Lanes Implemented

As shown in Figure 9, the Purpose and Need Assessment projects that in 2040, the bridge’s traffic
demand would exceed its capacity 58 percent of the time during a typical summer weekend day.
However, using AKRF’s realistic traffic growth and including the beneficial traffic congestion-reducing
effects of variable tolls and managed lanes, in 2040 it would exceed its capacity only eight percent of the
time. Furthermore, it would take until the year 2247 to reach the 2040 projections of the Purpose and
Need Assessment. Much of this is owed to the higher than average counts that were collected and used
as typical summer weekend daily traffic in the Purpose and Need Assessment. Even without actively
managed lanes and variables tolls, the bridge would still only exceed its capacity 12 percent of the time
in 2040 on summer weekends.
As previously stated, according to the 2015 Life Cycle Cost Analysis Study by MDTA, the bridge can be
safely maintained through 2065 with currently programmed and anticipated rehabilitation and
maintenance work, and beyond 2065, the bridge may require major rehabilitation but would not be
structurally deficient or functionally obsolete. Therefore, based on the conclusions of AKRF’s study of
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traffic congestion and operations on the bridge, and MDTA’s Life Cycle Study of the bridge’s structural
integrity, there will not likely be a need for a replacement bridge by 2040 for either traffic or structural
purposes.
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REALISTIC TRAFFIC VOLUME GROWTH FORECASTING
Using publicly available data on annual average daily traffic (AADT) and automatic traffic
recorder (ATR) counts from the Maryland Department of Transportation (MDOT), traffic
projections were developed in comparison with those from the Purpose and Need Assessment.
These projections are referred to as “AKRF Traffic Volume Projections.” The available data1
provides AADT and weekday AADT for roadway segments across the state of Maryland,
including the Chesapeake Bay Bridge in both directions, from 2009 to 2018, and weekday and
summer weekend ATR counts along the Chesapeake Bay Bridge from 2001 to 2019. The ATR
count and weekday AADT data were then used to develop an estimate of the weekday and
summer weekend AADT for the Chesapeake Bay Bridge in both directions.
In contrast, the Purpose and Need Assessment used a sample of one day of data in August 2017
to report 2017 existing weekend traffic volumes which resulted in a much higher than average
summer weekend day. The AKRF estimates for 2018 reported daily summer weekend traffic of
approximately 100,300 vehicles per day on average, and the Purpose and Need Assessment
reported 2017 daily summer weekend traffic of approximately 118,600 vehicles per day.
Similarly, the Purpose and Need Assessment did not use the MDOT data for weekdays even
though weekday AADT is available for the bridge. Rather than use AADT and/or several days
or weeks of ATR counts to normalize the traffic data, those volumes are based on single-day
ATR counts in May and August 2017. As shown in Figure 1, summer weekends averaged
annually for the month of July have only surpassed 100,000 vehicles per day one year, in 2018.

1

https://data.imap.maryland.gov/datasets/3f4b959826c34480be3e4740e4ee025f 1,
http://maps.roads.maryland.gov/itms public/
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Since actual daily weekday and weekend data were available for 2018, those data were used to
establish the 2018 baseline for comparison to 2040 conditions. The trends shown in Table 1
indicate that the Maryland Transportation Authority volume projections have overestimated
traffic growth in its past studies. Although the previous bridge studies have lowered the
projected growth rate of traffic in each subsequent study, historic trends indicate that realistic
growth projections will be even lower, even without accounting for the traffic growth-stalling
effects of an economic recession or two between 2018 and 2040.
TRAFFIC VOLUME PROJECTIONS WITH POTENTIAL ECONOMIC DOWNTURNS
As shown in the table from the Purpose and Need Assessment in Figure 5, the economic
downturn of 2007 to 2009 resulted in a 5.2percent reduction in traffic in 2008, and subsequent
stagnation of traffic volumes on the Chesapeake Bay Bridge from 2009 to 2014. The traffic
volume projections presented in Figures 2 and 3 do not account for the potential for cyclical
fluctuations in traffic volumes due to economic recessions, and assumes a continuous growth in
a logarithmic pattern. The effect of economic recessions could further result in an even more
stagnant trend in the growth in traffic volumes by 2040. The potential effects of hypothetical
economic recessions were then factored into the projections, as described and summarized
below:
The traffic volume projections in Figures 2 and 3 were adjusted to account for two potential
recessions:




2020-2022 economic recession, caused by the 2020 coronavirus pandemic
o This recession would result in an approximately 40 percent decline in average
weekday and weekend daily traffic volumes in 2020, consistent with the
Institute of Transportation Engineers’ studies in other major American
metropolitan areas during the pandemic.1
o Although there is significant uncertainty over how quickly the economy will
recover from the coronavirus pandemic, it was assumed that traffic volumes
would return to baseline levels by 2021, but would stagnate for a two-year
period due to the effects of the economic downturn.
A hypothetical 2030-2032 economic recession, resulting in a two-year period of
stagnation in traffic volumes due to the effects of the economic downturn.

The traffic volume forecasts for the interim years would continue to follow the same logarithmic
growth pattern used to develop those presented in Figures 2 and 3. The traffic volume
projections with potential economic downturns are presented in Figures 6 and 7. Table 2
compares the traffic volume projection with economic downturns assumed with comparable
projections from the Purpose and Need Assessment and other recent studies, and shows that if
there were to be several economic downturns in the future with a stagnation effect on traffic
volumes, weekday daily traffic volumes are expected to continue to grow by 7 percent by 2040.
Summer weekend daily traffic volumes are forecast grow by 3, compared to 4 percent by 2040.

1

“COVID-19 Traffic Volume Trends.” https://www.ite.org/about-ite/covid-19-resources/covid19-traffic-volume-trends/
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Figure 5. Screenshot of Table 1 from the Purpose and Need Assessment showing annual vehicle
trips on the Chesapeake Bay Bridge by year.
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APPLICATION OF REALISTIC TRAFFIC GROWTH
According to the 2015 US 50/301 William Preston Lane Jr. Memorial (Bay) Bridge Life Cycle
Cost Analysis report, the maximum vehicular flow to achieve an acceptable Level of Service
(LOS) D is 3,800 vehicles per hour (vph) in the eastbound direction and 3,900 vph in the
westbound direction. These are daily average values factoring in the contraflow lane, which
yields slightly different characteristics by direction according to the Maryland Transportation
Authority report.
The AKRF hourly projected volumes for the 2017/2018 and 2040 conditions were calculated
based on the weekday and summer weekend hourly volume distribution from historical ATR
data from MDOT. Using the maximum vehicular flow as the theoretical capacity of the bridge,
Table 3 shows the projected hourly volumes and highlights the hours that capacity is exceeded,
and Table 4 shows the same highlighted cells but expressed as a volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratio.
When the V/C ratio exceeds 1.0, the capacity of the facility is exceeded and delays and queues
of traffic form approaching the bridge.
Based on the traffic volume projections developed for the Purpose and Need Assessment, traffic
volumes would exceed bridge capacity for two hours (4 PM to 6 PM) on an average weekday in
2040, and for an average summer weekend day for 13 hours (8 AM to 10 AM, 11 AM to 10 PM)
in 2017 and 14 hours (8 AM to 10 PM) in 2040. Under AKRF projections, traffic volumes are
expected to exceed bridge capacity for two hours (4 PM to 6 PM) on an average weekday in
2040, and for an average summer weekend day for two hours (12 PM to 2 PM) in 2018 and three
hours (12 PM to 3 PM) in 2040.
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ALL ELECTRONIC TOLLING, AKA “CASHLESS TOLLING”
The Chesapeake Bay Crossing Study Purpose and Need Assessment conducted transportation
analyses for travel time, level of service, and planning time index using an existing condition
representing an eastbound 11-lane toll plaza with a combination of manual and electronic toll
lanes. The analyzed conditions do not represent the current condition of the Chesapeake Bay
Bridge with All electronic toll (AET), resulting in a potential overestimation of the future
transportation conditions and the need for additional capacity on the Chesapeake Bay Bridge.
AET collection was fully implemented at the Chesapeake Bay Bridge (US 50/301) corridor in
early May 2020, during the COVID-19 pandemic and ahead of scheduled implementation in
summer 2020. The former 11-lane toll plaza was demolished to install the transponder and video
identification system. The system implemented on the Chesapeake Bay Bridge uses toll
transponders to charge drivers when possible and video technology to identify and bill vehicles
without toll transponders; this form of tolling is also known as cashless or open-road tolling.
AET CAPACITY AND BENEFITS
Prior to the implementation of AET, a combination of manual and electronic toll collection lanes
were utilized for toll collection at the bridge. According to the Tri-State Transportation
Campaign May 2004 report on open-road tolling, The Open Road, mixed manual and electronic
collection lanes will process approximately 700 vehicles per hour (vph), electronic tolling lanes
in a traditional toll plaza will process approximately 1,200 vph, and open-road rolling processes
1,800 vehicles per hour. The conversion of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge to AET would reduce the
toll plaza bottleneck and increase roadway capacity, resulting in improved travel speeds and
times at the bridge. Because the stop-and-go traffic at the toll plaza and weaving movements
between toll lanes would be all but eliminated, the potential for crashes would also be greatly
reduced, according to Toll Collection Technology and Best Practices by the Center for
Transportation Research at The University of Texas at Austin, January 2007.
In fall 2016, the Massachusetts Department of Transportation implemented all electronic tolling
on the Massachusetts Turnpike (I-90), which connects western Massachusetts and the western
Boston suburbs with downtown Boston. The All Electronic Tolling 6-Month Progress Report
published in May 2017 indicated that a comparison of January 2016 pre-AET and January 2017
post-AET resulted in up to 11 minutes of travel time savings per vehicle during the morning rush
hour. Similar findings were also determined for February 2016 and February 2017. The
Massachusetts Department of Transportation observed reduced congestion and increased safety
as a result of AET implementation.
APPLICATION OF ALL ELECTRONIC TOLLING
The January 2014 AET Conversion and Prioritization Study for the Maryland Transportation
Authority studied the potential conversion of various tolled facilities under the jurisdiction of the
Maryland Transportation Authority. The report stated that with the implementation of AET,
average peak travel times at the Chesapeake Bay Bridge would decrease by 70 percent, average
peak queue lengths would decrease by 80 percent, and maximum peak queue lengths would
decrease by 72 percent on a summer Friday, according to VISSIM microsimulation model
results. Other Maryland Transportation Authority facilities were projected to see a reduction of
10 to 29 percent in weekday average peak travel times and a reduction of 8 to 83 percent in
weekday average peak delays.
The Chesapeake Bay Crossing Purpose and Need Assessment states that the vehicle queues are
projected to increase from four miles in 2017 to 13 miles in 2040 for a summer weekend and
from one mile to five miles for an average weekday evening, in the eastbound direction.
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VARIABLE TOLLS AKA “CONGESTION PRICING”
Variable tolling, a form of congestion pricing, is a congestion management strategy intended to
reduce peak hour travel by encouraging drivers to use alternative modes of transportation or
travel during off-peak periods, reducing roadway demand during critical peak periods. Variable
tolling is an appropriate countermeasure to reduce congestion on bridge crossings such as the
Chesapeake Bay Bridge, since the bridge currently experiences peak directional traffic flows, a
portion of which are discretionary and can be made at other times than the extreme peak periods.
Variable tolling has incentivized a portion of motorists to travel during off-peak times, making
variable tolling an effective tool in managing congestion during peak times.
CASE STUDIES
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey Crossings
The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (PANYNJ) has a variable tolling plan for all
bridge and tunnel crossings between New York and New Jersey, with discounted tolls during
off-peak hours. Variable tolling at PANYNJ facilities has been in place since March 2001, and
was studied by the New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT) in connection with
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Rutgers University, and FHWA. The 2005 study found the
implementation of variable tolling resulted in a reduction of weekday peak period traffic by
between 0.06 and 6.78 percent at various PANYNJ crossings. This supporting the findings of a
separate study by Mark Muriello, et al. in the Transportation Research Record that peak period
traffic declined by 5.7 percent at PANYNJ crossings. A reduction of 0.28 to 2.50 percent in
weekend peak period traffic was also observed at PANYNJ crossings. Overall, the study found
that variable tolling led to a decrease in peak period traffic during weekdays and weekends.
New Jersey Turnpike (I-95)
Similar to the PANYNJ, the New Jersey Turnpike Authority has a variable tolling plan along the
New Jersey Turnpike (I-95) by time of day with discounted off-peak tolls, which was introduced
in September 2000. A study was conducted by the NJDOT in connection with Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, Rutgers University, New Jersey Turnpike Authority, and FHWA that
evaluated the impacts of variable tolling along the New Jersey Turnpike. The study compared
the traffic conditions of October 1998 to June 2001 for an evaluation of the first phase of
variable tolling. During the first phase, traffic volumes increased along the New Jersey Turnpike
by an overall 4.81 percent increase in traffic demand. The percent share of morning and evening
peak hour traffic decreased by 1.7 percent and 3.7 percent, respectively, whereas the percent
share of off-peak traffic increased by 1.1 percent. Traffic volumes increased at a lower rate
during the peak period at 6.27 percent during the morning peak period and 4.17 percent during
the evening peak period, compared to an increase of 9.4 percent during the off-peak period.
Highway 407, Ontario, Canada
The Ontario Ministry of Transportation Highway 407 Express Toll Route utilizes variable
tolling by time of day and by season. A study conducted by the Canadian Centre for Economic
Analysis found that traffic speeds along Highway 407 consistently exceed that of alternate
routes, with 85 percent of vehicles traveling at or over 100 kilometers per hour during peak
hours at free-flow conditions. This results in a travel time savings of 52 percent during morning
peak hours and 65 percent during evening peak hours, resulting in a cumulative time savings of
30.4 million hours per year.
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MANAGED LANES
Managed lanes are a congestion management strategy that involves the application of lane use
restrictions or lane tolls to increase the efficiency of a highway facility. A managed lane
employs the use of pricing, vehicle eligibility, and/or access control to limit highway ingress and
egress. Examples of managed lanes include high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes, highoccupancy toll (HOT) lanes, express lanes, reversible lanes, and bus- or truck-exclusive lanes.
The Chesapeake Bay Bridge currently uses a reversible lane as a managed lane strategy to
redistribute roadway capacity from the westbound direction to the eastbound direction during
peak periods. However, the lane is reversed using a fixed schedule and is not actively managed
using real-time data.
CASE STUDIES
SR-91 Express Lanes, California
According to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Congestion Pricing: A Primer, the
benefits of managed lanes include improvement in transit service and ridership, increase in
carpooling, and increased travel speeds to free-flow conditions. California’s SR-91 tolled
express lanes, which has variable tolling based on time-of-day and roadway congestion with no
or discounted tolls for carpooled vehicles, a 40 percent increase in carpool was observed within
three months of opening in 1995. Furthermore, peak period travel speeds in the express lanes
remained close to free-flow at 60 to 65 miles per hour while speeds in the free lanes were less
than 20 miles per hour.
State of California Department of Transportation District 7 (Los Angeles and Ventura Counties)
The State of California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) District 7 has 557 miles of
managed lane facilities (as of 2016), including SR-91. The 2016 Managed Lane Annual Report
prepared by Caltrans District 7 shows that since 1992, the managed lane system has resulted in
an increase of 86 percent of carpools on managed lanes from 1992 to 2016. Conversely, carpools
on highways without managed lanes has decreased by 44 percent during the same time period.
During a peak hour, an average Caltrans District 7 managed lane facility carries approximately
33 percent of the entire highway’s traffic while utilizing 20 percent of the roadway space.
Atlanta Regional Managed Lane System
The Georgia Department of Transportation highway network includes 55 miles of express lanes
and 74 miles of HOV lanes, for a total of 129 managed lanes as of 2017. The I-85 Express
Lanes, which are dynamically priced HOT lanes, opened in 2011. Travel speeds in peak hour
directions on the Express Lanes generally exceeded the general travel lanes by 8 to 15 miles per
hour throughout all of 2016. The Atlanta Regional Managed Lane System Plan analyzed the
impact of the proposed expansion of the managed lane system, and showed an 83 percent
reduction in delay for future scenarios for managed lane users and an 8 percent system-wide
reduction in vehicle delay for all highway users.
I-66 Express Lanes, Virginia
The 2019 I-66 Inside the Beltway Corridor Performance Report provides an initial evaluation of
the impacts of managed lanes along the I-66 corridor, comparing 2015 and 2019 performance
metrics. After implementation of express lane variable tolling, I-66 in Virginia experienced an
increase of 1.2 percent in the number of people in morning rush hour traffic with a decrease of
2.7 percent in the associated number of vehicles, indicating a decrease in vehicle usage and
increase in transit and HOV usage. Single-occupancy vehicle usage decreased by 1.7 percent,
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THE COMMISSIONERS OF ST. MICHAELS
SETTLED 1670-1680
INCORPORATED 1804

300 MILL STREET
P.O. BOX 206
ST. MICHAELS, MD 21663

TELEPHONE: 410.745.9535
FACSIMILE: 410.745.3463

_________________________________________________________________________
May 7, 2021

The Town of St. Michaels and its environs are unquestionably the essence of all that is special
about Maryland’s Eastern Shore. Our historic structures, old world charm, and abundant natural
resources attract visitors from around the world. We offer guests and residents alike a unique
and satisfying refuge. In the interest of preserving this treasure, and for many other reasons, we
the Commissioners of St. Michaels urge MDTA to eliminate consideration of Corridor 8 for a
new bay crossing.
Corridor 8 is the most costly and environmentally destructive of the three remaining options. At
upwards of $15-billion-dollars it is twice as expensive as Corridors 6 and 7. Corridor 8 would
also disturb and destroy more of our natural resources than the other two: 20,400 acres of open
water, 6,500 acres of natural oyster bars, and 8,600 acres of forested land.
Corridor 8 crosses land just north of St. Michaels. It may be tempting to add an interchange
there, but such access would be disastrous for St. Michaels. Since there’s only one way in and
one way out, our town struggles with traffic as is. Adding more traffic to access a bay crossing
would bring us to a standstill.
We applaud the MDTA’s selection of Corridor 7 as the Recommended Preferred Corridor
Alternative, and encourage you to remain on that course.
Respectfully,
The Commissioners of St. Michaels
Joyce Harrod
Jaime Windon
Mike Bibb
Tad duPont
David Breimhurst

Office of the County Executive
STEUART PITTMAN

Anne Arundel County
Office of County Executive Steuart Pittman
Bay Crossing Study DEIS
May 10, 2021

Anne Arundel County’s review of the Bay Crossing Study (BCS) Tier 1 DEIS revealed that the
study is flawed, and doesn’t justify its purpose or the need for a third span. The County’s
comment on the DEIS, a review required under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
raises serious concerns about appropriately addressing traffic congestion, travel demand, and
impacts to sensitive environmental resources which adversely affect communities.
The County finds this study to be a blueprint for projecting sprawl development. For the reasons
outlined in the comment below, the County is reaffirming its opposition to the study, which
should be paused and not advanced to the Final Environmental Impact Study (FEIS). The DEIS
demonstrates the lack of need for a multi-billion dollar taxpayer-funded third span.
Traffic Assumptions
Traffic growth projections in the DEIS do not consider the Bay Bridge’s recent traffic history,
including the effects the COVID-19 pandemic had on traffic, increased telecommuting, and
future economic activity.
●

The DEIS projects traffic growth by 2040 of 22.9% for an average non-summer weekday
and 14.1% for a summer weekend. These projections should be called into question by
the historical fact that there has been no material change in annual or average daily
traffic on the Bridge from 2007 to 2017.
○

○
○

●

The Annual Chesapeake Bay Bridge Volume data (page 2-2, 2-3, which goes up
to 2017) shows a decline in traffic in 2007-2017 and that it flattened during the
Great Recession in 2008-2009.
The traffic on the bridge has been flat for decades based on this data.
The study overstates future growth in the number of vehicles that will be crossing
the water.

The DEIS should address dramatic reductions in traffic demands as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic, which produced noticeable declines in traffic delays, energy
consumption, and emissions.
The Best Place - For All
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○
○
○

●

Traffic data has been collected throughout the pandemic; yet there is no
pandemic-related data in the study.
MDTA did not collect eastbound daily tolls.
Travel patterns and volumes have changed significantly since the beginning of
the pandemic, and the study should have reflected these adjustments in patterns.

The DEIS, in projecting future degrees of congestion, presents data from 2016 and
traffic counts collected in 2017 - data that is now nearly a half-decade out of date..
○
○
○

○

General practice when publishing transportation-related DEIS is to present traffic
data collected within the preceding three years.
The DEIS should amend the outdated information to reflect more recent traffic
counts and conditions.
The DEIS anticipates delays in the eastbound direction, but does not quantify
delays after the implementation of all electronic tolling (AET) in May 2020, a
significant change for the flow of eastbound traffic.
All consideration of the benefit effects of AET is postponed to be addressed only
“as needed” in a possible later NEPA document, ensuring a significant change
that could reasonably affect the outcome of this study is instead not
contemplated by the study at all.

The DEIS traffic projections are based on data that just doesn’t make the case to allocate
resources for building a multi-billion dollar third span. It makes claims about the existing and
projected eastbound queues, using traffic counts and speed data pre-dating the current reality
of AET on the Bridge. The effect of AET on traffic queue length could have been estimated by
MDTA from an earlier study, which found that AET would produce up to 80% reduction in queue
lengths at the Bridge. This feasible calculation would reduce 2040 eastbound summer weekend
queues projected in the DEIS from 13 miles to 2.6 miles - less than 4 miles cited as the current
condition, and not a favorable result for the case the DEIS is trying to make.
A smart growth strategy would take into account the efficient use of transportation corridors and
use of public transit and other innovative transportation options to minimize the use of
automobiles and to protect environmentally sensitive areas. This study does none of this - it
should be paused.
Purpose and Need Assessment
The DEIS purpose and need is not justified and appears to be centered solely on the bridge
itself, rather than addressing the need to accommodate travel from the Western Shore of the
Chesapeake Bay, including Northern Virginia, West Virginia, Washington D.C., and
Pennsylvania to the Eastern Shore of Maryland. In other words, the DEIS purpose and need
focuses on moving cars, not on moving people.
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Public statements made by the Governor of Maryland prior to the completion of the study that
“there is only one option I will ever accept” calls into question the undue influence about whether
the NEPA study was adequately followed. Typically, a robust scientific NEPA analysis is
conducted before selecting a preferred alternative. The Governor’s statement calling out a
preferred corridor prior to the completion of the study undermines confidence in what really
drove the purpose and need - the corridor selection rather than scientific analysis.
Current and future traffic congestion on and near the existing Chesapeake Bay Bridge was the
primary concern behind the crossing’s purported purpose and need. This primary concern
ignored the entire transportation network of Central Maryland and the Eastern Shore, and was
driven by questionable assumptions of population growth and sprawling new developments on
the Eastern Shore. The study shows very small increases in traffic volumes in recent years,
calling into question the larger increases projected in future years. Sufficient detail on the Origin
and Destination analysis and the summertime traffic projections were not provided in the DEIS
or Appendices to adequately determine how these assumptions were generated.
This study missed the mark on justifying a clear and concise purpose and need..
Environmental Impacts
The DEIS fails to address the environmental impacts of constructing a new bridge across the
Chesapeake Bay. Below are a few of the impacts that the DEIS lists but does not discuss
adequately:
●

●

●

●
●

●

The DEIS Corridor 7 contains approximately 6,640 acres of mapped 100-year FEMA
floodplain, and intersects the largest area of floodplain of three corridors. Based on the
distribution of 100-year FEMA floodplain within the limits of Corridor 7, the area with the
highest potential for impacts is located within the eastern section of the corridor between
Kent Island and the Eastern Shore.
The DEIS Corridor 7 contains approximately 9,810 acres of land that fall within the limits
of the Critical Area. The majority is classified as Resource Conservation Area (RCA - the
most restrictive critical area classification), but the corridor also contains relatively high
levels of both Limited Development Area (LDA) and Intensely Developed Area (IDA).
The DEIS offers generalized descriptions of the environmental assets in the preferred
corridor for the new bridge. The sketches within the study show the environmental
impacts of a third span will likely be significant.
Evaluation of these impacts with much more specificity should be revealed in this study
and not postponed to a later EIS.
The preferred Corridor 7 contains 10,870 acres of mapped tidal wetlands (9,600 acres of
open water and 1,270 acres of coastal wetlands). These tidal wetlands constitute
approximately 34% of the total corridor. Similarly, 3,460 acres of valuable oyster
resources and 5,140 acres of (RCA)
Corridor 7 contains the highest amount of land area susceptible to sea level rise based
on the projections for 2050 and 2100. The highest concentrations are located within the
The Best Place - For All
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●

section of the corridor that spans Kent Island and at Kent Narrows and the Chester River
in the eastern portion of the corridor.
Corridor 7 contains 6,900 acres of forest interior dwelling species (FIDS) habitat, which
represents 25% of the total corridor study area, and 2,180 acres of Sensitive Special
Projects Areas. These areas contain biological resources that require conservation and
protection.

The study is silent on possible significant adverse effects to fish, wildlife, plant habitat, and
increased flooding within the critical area, postponing these concerns to a later date rather than
addressing them directly. And it provides no alternatives that could be taken to reduce and
mitigate these impacts.
No-Build Alternative
The DEIS calls for “updates as needed during Tier 2” to reflect future projects that were not
planned and programmed as of Project Scoping in 2017. In other words, it never seriously
examined the alternative of not building an additional Bay Bridge span.
Federal guidelines require EIS to address the no-build alternative and rigorously explore and
objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives. The DEIS does not meet this requirement. The
no-build alternative is not properly characterized or discussed when, as in the DEIS, available
strategies to better manage traffic operations and demand under that alternative are excluded
from consideration.
The DEIS states that “transportation system management/travel demand management
(TSM/TDM) measures such as improvements to contraflow operation on the existing bridge may
be implemented. It says specific examples of TSM/TDM improvements “could include”
implementing all electronic tolling and variable tolls. Nevertheless, it then cuts off further
discussion by stating that if TSM/TDM improvements are implemented, that will be done
“separately from the Bay Crossing Study”. It also states that a combination of alternatives, such
as MOAs in combination with a recommended corridor alternative, will be evaluated in “Tier 2”
to determine whether such a combination could satisfy the transportation needs in combination
with alternative alignments.
In contrast, the AKRF Study directly addresses TSM/TDM measures and indicates the potential
they have for lowering peak period congestion.
This section of the DEIS study does not comply with Federal statute - it lacks justification, and is
not comprehensive and specific as possible to even be considered for a Tier 2 evaulation.

Stakeholder Involvement
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Anne Arundel County and Queens Anne’s County should have been consulted throughout this
process due to the significant impacts a potential crossing will have on transportation networks,
development plans, and surrounding communities. However, neither jurisdiction was involved in
the process and was only provided notice at the same time and degree as the general public.
Conclusion
The unstated goal of this study is not to analyze relevant data and information to determine
whether or not an additional span across the Chesapeake Bay is the appropriate long-term
solution to traffic congestion. If that were the goal, the concerns noted above provide immediate
cause to pause this process rather than move to the FEIS stage.
Instead, the goal of this study is to demonstrate that the only possible solution to traffic
congestion on the Bay Bridge is to build another bridge. But the study fails in this aim, too, by
using out-of-date data, by not adjusting analysis based on massive changes in traffic patterns
over the last year, by failing to account for myriad environmental impacts, and by declining to
fully consider a no-build alternative.
The failure of this multi-million dollar taxpayer-funded study to adequately assess any options
other than the one supported by the Governor raises serious questions about motive. Maryland
used to lead the nation in smart growth planning, the concept whereby development is targeted
to areas where infrastructure exists, and transportation investments are placed where
development is targeted. Building this span rejects that history, in support of a project that will
inevitably lead to more sprawl.
Let’s stop pretending that this kind of transportation investment is our future. Let’s stop this
project.
If you have any questions regarding these comments please contact Ms. Lori Rhodes, Deputy
Chief Administrative Officer for Land Use.
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May 10, 2021
Gregory Murrill
Division Administrator
Federal Highway Administration
George H. Fallon Building
31 Hopkins Plaza, Suite 1520
Baltimore, Maryland 21201
James F. Ports, Jr.
Executive Director
Maryland Transportation Authority
Point Breeze
2310 Broening Highway
Baltimore MD 21224
Re: Comments on 3rd Bay Crossing Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Our position
The undersigned organizations, having considered all the alternatives contained in the
Chesapeake Bay Crossing Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), strongly support the
“no build” alternative. We ask that the Final Environmental Impact Statement contain a full
evaluation of how an electric bus/minibus and van rapid transit (BRT) system together with
Transportation System Management/Transportation Demand Management (TSM/TDM) and an
electric ferry system could best be combined into a fully-integrated, flexible solution that is a
viable alternative to a new bay crossing.
How alternatives were considered
The DEIS was supposed to comply with the National Environmental Policy Act and consider a
reasonable range of alternatives. Unfortunately, it did not do so. Instead, the DEIS authors
adopted a conclusions-first approach that eliminated serious consideration of any alternative
other than what they wanted – a 3rd bay crossing corridor selected from among 14 corridors
considered. The way the study’s purpose and need criteria were written, each alternative had
to provide:
- adequate capacity,
- dependable and reliable travel times,
flexibility to support maintenance and incident management in a safe manner, and
- financial viability (i.e., be fully self-funding).

Modal and operational alternatives (MOAs) such as BRT, a ferry service, and TSM/TDM were
each considered only as a stand-alone alternative so were eliminated from consideration
because they were not viable by themselves. A combination of the MOA in an integrated
solution would have met the above criteria and would have done so in a safe, equitable, and
much more environmentally friendly manner than how traffic is handled now. Unfortunately,
the Maryland Transportation Authority (MDTA) structured the study to prohibit consideration
of such an alternative.
Why no-build is the best alternative
There are a number of reasons why “no-build” should be the preferred alternative, and that
significant improvements should instead be made in existing infrastructure and traffic
management processes.
1. The impact of climate change on our future growth patterns can’t be ignored
Climate change is already happening and may fundamentally alter growth of and traffic to
Eastern Shore communities. According to the Maryland Department of the Environment, “With
3,100 miles of shoreline, Maryland is the fourth most vulnerable state to suffer the effects of
sea-level rise associated with climate change. Rising sea levels and increased storm intensity
could have devastating and far reaching impacts on the Atlantic coast and the Chesapeake Bay
ecosystem that affect the environmental, recreational and economic benefits enjoyed by
Maryland and her visitors.”1
Projections of future growth in traffic to the Eastern Shore are not reliable because they are
based on past experience, before climate change became so evident and before the COVID-19
pandemic dramatically reduced daily commuting. How much traffic growth will be affected in
the future by continuing telework is not known.
With climate change already underway, traffic growth projections being unreliable, and
increasingly adverse impacts on our states’ shoreline being inevitable, planning to build another
multi-billion dollar bay crossing just isn’t prudent.
2. A 3rd bay crossing would increase global warming emissions
Transportation is the largest source of climate-damaging greenhouse gases in our state. The
plan to add more driving lanes by building a 3rd bay crossing represents an outdated businessas-usual “car-centric” model that has contributed to where we are today. U.N. Secretary
General Antonio Guterres warned leaders at the White House Summit in April that the world is

1

https://mde.maryland.gov/programs/Air/ClimateChange/Pages/index.aspx

“racing toward a threshold of catastrophe” unless it moves more rapidly to address climate
change.2
The Maryland Department of Transportation (MDOT) periodically cites an academic study that
showed limiting vehicle idling in traffic congestion (by adding more traffic lanes) can cut carbon
emissions. However, an author of that study debunked that claim and said it doesn’t mean
adding more lanes will clean the air. 3
3. Traffic congestion would occur with a 3rd bay crossing
Numerous academic studies and many years of practical experience have shown that expanding
highways and bridges “induces demand”, that is, attracts more drivers because they believe
their travel will be faster.4 This means traffic congestion will occur again in the future after
billions of dollars have been wasted building a new bridge. That money could be better spent
for other purposes, such as building the Red Line in Baltimore, or creating electric bus/minibus
and van rapid transit and electric ferry systems to cross the bay and lessen the number of cars
seeking to cross the 2 bridges.
Attracting more drivers also would lead to increased sprawl development on the Eastern Shore
with the new households adding even more traffic onto our roadways. This is contrary to what
needs to happen to reduce emissions from the transportation sector to lessen climate change.
4. More drivers generate more health-damaging air pollution
The increasing number of vehicles that would use a 3rd bay crossing would generate increasing
amounts of health-damaging air pollution in addition to greenhouse gases. Traffic-related air
pollution causes or exacerbates serious illnesses ranging from heart disease, strokes and
dementia to lung cancer, asthma and various respiratory illnesses, and cuts short an estimated
58,000 American lives every year.5
5. A 3rd bay crossing would damage the bay
Even though Corridor 7, the preferred alternative described in the DEIS, would have the
smallest environmental impact of all the corridors studied, it still would affect more than

2

https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2021/04/22/biden-climate-summit/

3

https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/environment/bs-md-highway-pollution-20190604-story.html
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James M.B.Volker, Amy E. Lee, Susan Handy. Induced Vehicle Travel in the Environmental Review Process.
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10,000 acres of tidal wetlands and more than a thousand acres each of non tidal wetlands,
oyster resources, and other sensitive areas, according to the Chesapeake Bay Foundation.
Also, the increasing amount of air pollution (that contains nitrogen oxides) generated in the
watershed area by the increasing number of vehicles would be bad news for the Bay and its
tributaries. Roughly one-third of the nitrogen pollution in the bay comes from the air.6 Excess
nitrogen can fuel the growth of algae blooms, which can block sunlight from reaching
underwater grasses and create low-oxygen “dead zones” that suffocate marine life.
6. “No build” plus an integrated solution make the most sense
We are not just recommending “no build” and ignoring existing traffic congestion. Rather, we
are saying the no build alternative should be selected AND that an integrated solution of modal
and operational alternatives should also be implemented. The solution should include an
electric bus/minibus and van rapid transit system, in combination with a robust electric ferry
system, together with a number of options offered by TSM and TDM. An integrated solution of
MOAs would inevitably offer significant flexibility, capacity, dependable and reliable travel
times, and would be far more equitable and environmentally responsible than any other
alternative considered.
To reduce emissions from the transportation sector and lessen traffic across the existing
bridges, we must make it easier for people not to use their cars. An electric bus/minibus and
van rapid transit system that has vehicles departing from population centers west of the bay,
that has vehicle stops at a limited number of population centers on the eastern shore, and that
runs more frequently when demand is greatest, could be very popular. Another benefit of
transit is that it is accessible to lower income and other residents who don’t own a car.
TSM options that could be used include tolls priced to encourage off-peak travel, lower-priced
or possibly no tolls for high occupancy vehicles, traffic signal coordination, and proven
techniques for managing traffic congestion. TDM options could include high occupancy vehicle
lanes, creating more park and ride locations, incentivizing employers to offer flexible schedules,
telework and transit subsidies, and incentivizing property rental companies to offer weekly
rental periods that start and end on different weekdays.
Conclusion
In summary, the Bay Crossing DEIS used a conclusions-first approach that eliminated
consideration of reasonable alternatives to ensure selection of an alternative that MDTA
wanted - a new bay crossing corridor. Consequently, the DEIS conclusions are seriously flawed.
The no-build alternative, together with implementation of an integrated solution comprised of
an electric bus/minibus and van rapid transit system, TSM/TDM, and an electric ferry service,
would address current and future traffic congestion at the current bay bridges in a much more
6
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cost effective, equitable, and environmentally friendly manner than how traffic is now handled
there.
Organizations submitting this comment include:
350 Montgomery County
ArchPlan Inc.
Cedar Lane Unitarian Universalist Church Environmental Justice Ministry
Central Maryland Transportation Alliance
Coalition for Smarter Growth
Downtown Residents Advocacy Network (Baltimore)
IndivisibleHoCoMD Climate Action Team
Labor Network for Sustainability (LNS)
League of Women Voters of Maryland
Maryland Campaign for Environmental Human Rights
Maryland Conservation Council
Maryland Sierra Club
MLC Climate Justice Wing
NAACP Maryland State Conference
Solutionary Rail
Takoma Park Mobilization Environment Committee
Washington Area Bicyclist Association

The draft EIS must incorporate recent trends to estimate changes in demand for crossing
capacity in future years, and more fully quantify the direct effects, indirect effects, and
water quality implications of the Maryland Transportation Authority (MDTA)
Recommended Preferred Corridor Alternative. At present, the study does not:
I.

Account for post-pandemic changes in travel demand and recent improvements
to transportation systems management (TSM) on the existing bridge;
II. Quantify potential indirect effects due to induced growth;
III. Reflect the likely scope of access improvements and their associated impacts;
IV. Account for water quality impacts to impaired waters.
Given these omissions, the draft EIS inappropriately disqualifies the no-build alternative,
other modal options, and their potential combinations. As such, CBF respectfully requests
that MDTA hold the study unless and until these omissions can be cured with updated
travel patterns, quantifiable growth impact forecasts, full scoping of access improvements,
and accounting associated with the Chesapeake Bay Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL).
I.

The draft EIS is incomplete without accounting for post-pandemic changes in
travel demand and recent improvements to transportation systems
management (TSM) on the existing bridge.

The traffic projections in the draft EIS do not account for the dramatic decrease in travel
during the COVID-19 pandemic and, more consequentially, potential permanent shifts in
post-pandemic travel patterns. While the study could not reasonably have foreseen a
global pandemic at the outset, it is not appropriate to continue the study as if nothing has
changed. In California, aggregated cell phone data show a sustained 33% drop in commutes
to and from work. These same data show a 26% decrease in retail trips and an 11%
reduction in grocery and pharmacy trips (numbers correlated with an increase in online
shopping and delivery services).1 Experts suggest that as many as 30% of employees will
work at least partially remotely by the end of 2021 in a new, post-pandemic normal.2
Telework alone could significantly increase localized employment opportunities and result
in the leveling off of cross-Bay weekday traffic growth in the future.
The draft EIS also fails to provide sufficient evidence for disqualifying transportation
systems management (TSM) as part of an alternative to a build option. The draft does not
appear to provide a quantified estimate for changes in level of service (LOS) resulting from
TSM strategies. In addition, the draft EIS mentions but does not account for improvements
in service from the actual recent installation of all-electronic tolling on the eastbound
span. Anecdotally, it appears that this change has resulted in a very substantial LOS
improvement on weekday evenings, especially when contra-flow is in effect on the
westbound span.
Reese, Phillip. “Cell Data Offers Look at California Pandemic Travel Patterns.” Government Technology:
March 16, 2021. Accessed online at https://www.govtech.com/analytics/cell-data-offers-look-at-california-pandemic-travel1

patterns.html

Lister, Kate. “Work-At-Home After Covid-19—Our Forecast.” Global Workplace Analytics: Accessed May 6,
2021 online at https://globalworkplaceanalytics.com/work-at-home-after-covid-19-our-forecast
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The origin-destination study in the draft EIS reveals that nearly half of all weekday trips
over the Bridge are local to Anne Arundel and Queen Anne’s counties. Even on a summer
Sunday, more than one quarter of trips are local to these counties. These figures suggest
that telework and transit alternatives may be sufficient to offset a future with
comparatively reduced demand due to durable changes in commutes and shopping
behavior. This potential is buttressed by the fact that Average Daily Traffic (ADT) on the
Bay Bridge has been flat for a decade, and that state growth projections for future travel
demand on the Bridge have consistently overshot reality by a wide margin.3 Predictions of
continuing and persistent increases to 2040 (almost a 23 percent growth for non-summer
weekday, and a 14 percent growth for summer weekend day) also fail to factor road (and
beach-town) capacities and congestion as themselves limiting factors during summer
weekends. MDTA should not advance the draft EIS without observing and accounting for
changes in demand due to these factors, and increased efficiency from TSM improvements.
II.

The draft EIS is incomplete without quantifying potential indirect effects
from land development and examining alternatives for managing induced
demand.

The draft EIS is rightly concerned about the potential indirect effects of induced
development activity from the addition of travel capacity across the Chesapeake Bay. CBF
agrees with MDTA’s conclusion that constructing additional lanes will spur land
development at a pace and extent greater than the no-build option.
However, the draft EIS provides no quantifiable account of the potential development
activity that the agency expects to result from any of the corridor alternatives, including
the Recommended Preferred Alternative. It is therefore not possible for the agency or
stakeholders to use the DEIS to weigh the purported benefits of new construction against
the potential impacts of this development activity. Nor can the agency or stakeholders
effectively compare the Recommended Preferred Alternative to the no-build option.
MDTA could reasonably provide quantifiable growth projections and associated impact
statements in the draft EIS. Multiple growth projection models are currently in operation
at the University of Maryland Center for Smart Growth, the Maryland Department of
Planning (MDP), and the Chesapeake Bay Program (CBP). These models can test multiple
scenarios with differing assumptions about demand and infrastructure improvements.
These models can also incorporate local land use planning and zoning, and MDP’s model
can provide granular, parcel-level projections about the amount and intensity of future
growth generated by each scenario. At least some of these tools should be in reach of the
Bay Crossing Study as MDP is a coordinating agency on this project.
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The 2004 Needs Assessment projected traffic counts of approximately 135,000 vehicles per day at the Bay Bridge
by the year 2025. In 2015, MDTA revised projected traffic at the Bridge down to 92,800 vehicles per day by 2040 –
less than half the original projected increase over nearly twice the time.[2] The actual average daily traffic at the
eastbound toll plaza was 73,100 in 2016, which is less than the number of vehicles that crossed the Bridge in 2007.
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The use of one or more growth models would also enable MDTA to robustly evaluate land
use policy changes as a no-build alternative in conjunction with transit, TSM, and telework.
Demand may be reduced if local jurisdictions partner to manage future growth in a way
that minimizes the need for cross-Bay travel. Mixed-use zoning could provide employment
and commercial opportunities that are currently only available to Eastern Shore residents
by crossing the Bridge. In addition, compact development in growth areas and robust
protections from sprawl in rural districts would help support transit alternatives.
III.

The draft EIS lacks analysis of direct effects if the evaluation of access
improvements is limited to the current corridor boundaries.

It is not clear whether the Corridor boundaries shown on the draft EIS maps mark the
limits of analysis for the impacts from access improvements required to serve a new span
across the Bay. If so, we believe those limits are too narrowly construed and should be
substantially expanded along the feeder routes. We restate from our prior comment letter
that NEPA regulations require MDTA to evaluate all connected, cumulative and similar
actions associated with proposed alternatives.4 Among other criteria, actions are
considered connected when they “cannot or will not proceed unless other actions are
taken previously or simultaneously,” or when they “are interdependent parts of a larger
action and depend on the larger action for their justification.”5 MDTA’s 2015 Life Cycle Cost
Analysis clearly states that the efficacy of expanded capacity across the Bay is dependent
upon improvements to access corridors, stating that:
If improvements were only made to the Bay Bridge, they would not address the
potential capacity limitations of US 50/301 on both sides of the bridge and would,
therefore, not provide the regional transportation improvements needed to
accommodate future traffic demand.6
As an example, the 2006 Task Force report stated that for a southern crossing between
Calvert and Dorchester counties, “MD 4 would need to be upgraded with one to two
additional lanes in each direction with greater controls of access from I-495 to Prince
Frederick (32 miles). An access-controlled freeway could be needed around Prince
Frederick.”7 This expansion would be on top of the four-lane divided highway that already
exists for much of its length.
Similarly, changes in traffic flow resulting from the Recommended Preferred Alternative
are likely to extend for many miles beyond the US-50 / I-97 and US-50 / US-301 splits.
Lengthy vehicle queues are already common at traffic signals along US-50 at MD 213, MD
404, and intersections at the approach to the Town of Easton. If LOS is substantially
improved at the Bridge without capacity expansions at these other intersections, the
problem will simply move ‘downstream’ and these intersections (possibly also the
intervening linear segments) would fail at an increased rate. A reasonably foreseeable next
40 C.F.R. §1508.25(a).
40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a).
6 MDTA (2015). p. 1.
7 MDTA (2006). p. 12.
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step would be to substantially intensify this entire portion of the US-50 corridor or build
another regional bypass. In either case, the need for these changes would be driven
directly by the Recommended Preferred Alternative. Therefore, their direct and indirect
impacts – which would likely be substantial -- must be evaluated in this EIS.
IV.

The draft EIS is incomplete without accounting for nutrient and sediment
discharges to impaired waters, and their expected water quality impacts.

The Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries affected by the Recommended Preferred
Alternative are impaired by excess nitrogen, phosphorus, and sediment. These impairments
required the development of a Chesapeake Bay Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) for
these pollutants. Maryland was also required to adopt a series of Watershed
Implementation Plans to provide reasonable assurance that the pollution reduction targets
in the Bay TMDL would be achieved.
Under the TMDL framework, it is highly likely that expanded travel capacity across the Bay
will result in new pollution loads from construction activity, land conversion and future
growth that increase the total load flowing into several Bay segments. As stated in our prior
comment letter, construction of a new crossing and associated improvements along access
corridors could result in significant short term increases in pollution loads including
nutrients, sediment, and toxic contaminants. In fact, the Chesapeake Bay Watershed Model
recognizes construction activity among the highest loading non-agricultural sources of
nitrogen, phosphorus, and sediment on a per-acre basis.8 Systemic, long term increases in
pollution loads could result from the conversion, filling, or degradation of porous, bioactive resource lands such as forests, wetlands, pastures, hay fields and mixed open areas
along the route. Growth and development induced by the project is likely to increase
pollution loads through additional wastewater flows, increased stormwater volumes, and
new sources of air deposition from associated vehicle trips and energy consumption.
The Clean Water Act requires that new or expanding loads to an impaired waterbody be
accounted for and fully offset so there is no increase in pollution. As drafted, the EIS does
not include such an accounting among the corridor and no-build alternatives, nor does it
outline options to offset these loads. The federal-state Chesapeake Bay Program
partnership maintains tools that can assist agencies in quantifying the potential changes in
pollution loads due to construction, changes in land cover, and air emissions. Many of the
coordinating agencies on this project are also CBP partners with access to these tools.
Conclusions
CBF believes the EIS is deficient as currently drafted and improperly disqualifies the nobuild alternative on its own and in combination with telework, transportation systems
management, transit, and land use strategies. If MDTA wishes to proceed, a revised EIS
must properly observe and integrate current travel patterns, quantify induced growth and
8

Chesapeake Bay Program (2017). Phase 6 Watershed Model – Section 2 – Average Loads - Draft Phase 6.
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its likely effects, describe the full scope and both direct and indirect effects of access
improvements, and account for nutrient and sediment discharges under the Bay TMDL.
Once again, we appreciate the opportunity to comment on this DEIS. Please do not
hesitate to contact my office at
if you have any questions or
would like to discuss this matter in further detail.
Sincerely,

Executive Director Maryland Office
Chesapeake Bay Foundation
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Maryland Transportation Authority
Federal Highway Administration
Comments of Kent Conservation and Preservation Alliance on Bay Crossing DEIS
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) has been released for the Tier 1 NEPA
study of a Bay Bridge crossing eliminating Corridor 6, the crossing that would have
spanned from Anne Arundel County, near Pasadena, to Kent County, below Rock Hall. The
other corridor under consideration that was also eliminated was Corridor 8 from Anne
Arundel to Talbot County. This left the Maryland Transportation Authority (MDTA) and
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) with a choice between building a new span
at the current crossing location, or not building. Unfortunately, in our opinion, the wrong
decision was made.
Of importance to the citizens of Kent County, of course, is the fact that the MDTA
concurred with KCPA’s assessment that a bridge from the Western Shore into Kent County
would extract too great a toll on cultural, historic and environmental assets, as well as
inflict undue development pressures. Clearly the impact that a new crossing will have
on the environment, Chesapeake Bay and land and people on both sides of the Bay will be
severe.
Queen Anne’s Conservation Association (QACA) commissioned a study by the
environmental planning and engineering services firm AKRF to conduct an independent
study to determine whether there is a current need for any new Chesapeake Bay Bridge.
The conclusion of the study was that the MDTA's traffic modeling is flawed and that the
modeling forecasts of future traffic growth were overestimated. We request that MDTA
investigate and reconcile the discrepancies between AKRF’s and MDTA’s studies.
Kent Conservation and Preservation Alliance fought to protect Kent County, but we have always
maintained that the no build option should be completely explored and disproven
before rejecting it.. KCPA is not convinced that this has been done and we join with others in
opposing moving forward with a Tier 2 NEPA study at this time.
The expediency of transporting people to the beaches of Ocean City will come with a
major environmental footprint. If the citizens of Maryland are fully informed about the impacts
we think they may not consent to paying for the destruction.
Kent Conservation and Preservation Alliance
Board of Directors
Judy Gifford · Francis Joe Hickman · Pat Langenfelder, Vice Chair · Frank Lewis, Treasurer ·
Janet Christensen-Lewis, Chair · John Lysinger, Secretary · Elizabeth Watson · Doug West

Kent Island Heritage Society

Statement on the Bay Crossing Tier 1 NEPA Study

May 10, 2021
The Kent Island Heritage Society Board of Directors stands opposed to the
recommendation of the Bay Crossing Tier 1 NEPA Study that the third Bay Bridge
should be located in Corridor 7, across Kent Island. The mission of the Kent Island
Heritage Society is to discover, identify, restore, and preserve the heritage of Kent
Island. This proposal is a clear threat to preserving the heritage of Kent Island.
The Corridor 7 option adjacent and to the north of the current westbound span, would
necessarily require a huge swath of Sandy Point State Park on the Western Shore and
Terrapin Park on Kent Island on the Eastern Shore. It would incorporate the existing
road network from west of the Severn River in Annapolis to the 50/301 split in
Queenstown, with a great deal of necessary expansion. This option incorporates a two
mile wide swath along the existing corridor to facilitate the additional infrastructure that
would be required. The exact location(s) within this swath, roughly 1 mile north and
south of the existing highway would be left to the discretion of the State and Federal
decision makers, during the Tier 2 process, requiring a “just trust us” approach. Based
on recent experience with MDTA and SHA, that trust is just not there. Few Kent
Islanders think that the Corridor 7 option is reasonable or responsible.
We will focus our comments to the Eastern Shore side. If you look at Corridor 7 across
Kent Island you are impacting and potentially destroying the historic, cultural, and
economic heart and soul of Kent Island, and a large number of residences as well.This
area includes a number of historic sites in the nationally recognized Stevensville Historic
District, the Stevensville Cemetery, and many historic assets along the route and in the
unique Kent Narrows location. Hundreds of businesses located on both sides of Rt. 50
would be in jeopardy and as mentioned, many hundreds of residences would likely be
destroyed. The corridor includes many parks and public assets, including several QA
County Public Schools, the Kent Island Library, the Kent Island Volunteer Fire Dept, the
Anne Arundel Medical Center, two of the Island’s largest churches and the famous
Cross Island Trail from Kent Narrows to Terrapin Park, following the route of the historic
railroad line across the Island. Also included would be many thousands of acres of
environmental destruction and degradation, both land and water based. In short, Kent
Island would be gutted.

We have studied the details of the Tier 1 Study, and have also reviewed the very
detailed analysis and critique offered by the Queen Anne’s Conservation Association
(QACA). We have also reviewed the critique presented by professional traffic engineer
and analyst, Kent Island resident, David Humphries. Frankly, they both make a great
deal more sense than the State’s Tier 1 Study. They both argue that the emphasis is
primarily on questionable traffic analysis and projections with no real analysis of any of
the so-called “corridors”. The QACA critique convincingly argues that, in what is
supposed to be an Environmental Impact Study, there is no legitimate analysis of the
real environmental impact other than the assertion that such details could be
determined in the next Tier 2 Study!
These are well thought out, documented analyses by professionals, particularly the
painstaking detail of the QACA critique. But the concerned non-technical citizens of the
Kent Island Heritage Board have come to the same conclusion. The Corridor 7 option
across Kent Island is not logically supported, and just makes no sense. .
Furthermore, the public statement made about a year and a half ago that Corridor 7
would be the only option that would be supported undermined confidence in the veracity
of the study. That statement led many to believe that conclusion was known from the
beginning and that the study was done to rationalize the final decision.
Many Islanders are aware of the local historic hero, Senator James Kirwan, who stood
up 100 years ago to defend against the Federal plan to take over Kent Island in 1917 at
the onset of World War.1.The Island was to become a bomb testing site and munitions
depot. After a huge local protest, It was ultimately moved north to a place called
Aberdeen. We are reminded of that time and that threat.
Given the tremendous potential for the destruction of so much of Kent Island, including
its rich and unique history, of the four options presented the only conclusion is the no
build option, with the recommendation to go back and restart the process. In the
meantime, MDTA should do everything possible to maximize the capacity of the existing
spans, using all viable modern traffic management technologies and transportation
options. The focus should be on repair or replacement as necessary of the existing
spans while another “corridor” at a second distant location is studied and identified.
Sincerely,

, President
Kent Island Heritage Society
.

email Comments
BAY CROSSIN STUDY DEIS
MAY 10, 2021
The current DEIS report does not provide sufficient information to select the
Preferred Alternative as the location for a new or expanded replacement of the
Bay Bridge. The location of a new or replacement structure cannot and should
not be confirmed for the current preferred location (Alternative 7) or ANY of the
alternatives, based on the information presented in the DEIS.
The problems with the draft study are many. Not only are there many pieces of
this puzzle that don’t fit, but many key parts of the puzzle are missing. The
difficulties started with MDTA’s selected approach to do this study. It elected to
employ a minimalist expenditure by using a Tier 1(location) and separating the
Tier 2 (configuration/financing) from the NEPA process. Rather than engaging the
more conventional, comprehensive approach, but more costly NEPA process.
Even though eventually the preliminary engineering and environmental analysis
cost will be the same, or greater than the conventional approach, when both Tier
1 and Tier 2 elements are completed. This Tier 1 only deals with the locational
issue, but many of the details necessary to make the decision are not presented.
In this case the “devil is in the detail.”
There are five (5) KEY elements in this report that have to be resolved before a
decision on a corridor location can be made. None have been presented in the
draft document. They are:
1. The Purpose and Need, or objective of the study was so limited to traffic
only considerations, that it skewed the number and elements of the
alternatives. Its key metric was traffic impacts at the existing bridge. No
broader Quality of Life impacts for the communities, counties, region and
the state for this multi-billion dollar project that will impact the region and
the state for the next 50 to 100 years were considered. Safety, redundancy,
growth and development, commerce, tourism and creating a more direct
destination travel route to the major Eastern Shore tourism destinations
were not considered. This occurred because the counties were not at the

decision table when MDTA’S Purpose and Need was developed. A revised
Purpose and Need must strike a balance between traffic impacts on the
existing structures and the more comprehensive region and state-wide
benefits.
2. No roadway dimension and impact information is presented. Consequently
it is impossible to evaluate the workability of the selected “preferred”
alternatives. No details on the bridge, nor the access roads, nor any
description or order of magnitude cost for the bridge or extensive
infrastructure changes that will be required to feed the traffic to and from
the bridge were provided. Nor any overlays of the changes needed to the
feeder and service roads. The excuse that this information will be
presented in Tier 2 is unacceptable as this information is needed to
evaluate the corridor selection now, not years from now. Once this corridor
is selected, no other corridors will be considered now or in the future.
Regarding this element MDTA decision put’s the proverbial “cart before the
horse.”
3. Based on the lack of information there is no justification to exclusively
pursue the detailed and costly engineering, environmental and financial
Tier 2 analysis for the MDTA selected corridor. The cost of this Tier 2 NEPA
multiyear process will likely be in the range of $30 million or more.
Consequently a combined Tier 1 FEIS and Record of Decision and
advancement to Tier 2 should NOT proceed until a range of alternatives are
evaluated consistent with a revised comprehensive and expanded Purpose
and Need element.
4. The compounded comprehensive impacts (sprawl, air pollution, etc.) on
the landing sites, both the Broadneck Peninsula and Kent
Island/Stevensville communities have not been factored in the selection
decision. Unreasonable traffic congestion that prevents access to homes,
shopping, commerce and hospitals will be further degraded. The latent
demand “if you build it they will come” is totally unpredictable, but history
will likely be repeated as the traffic volume increases over the life (say 70
or more years) of a new bridge.

5. The impacts of the COVID pandemic have not been evaluated. This
includes travel volume, travel patterns and the related corridor impact
analysis. Until we know if the changes are only a temporary “blip” or more
permanent, the analysis should pause for at least 12 months to evaluate
this issue. The multi-billion dollar price tag of a new bridge, and the local,
regional and state impacts warrant this pause.
The MDTA/FHWA action plan should halt the existing effort and pursue a revised
DEIS to include the missing elements described above. Concurrently it should
immediately begin the process to identify northern and/or southern alternative
corridor(s), consistent with an expanded Purpose and Need. Here the selected
corridor should complement travel on the existing 50/301 corridor. A
complementary comprehensive corridor analysis for each alternative also needs
to be presented. A bridge located some distance from the existing structures
would likely have a lower profile(fewer lanes),with less obtrusive infrastructure
changes, and reduce traffic on the Anne Arundel and Queen Anne’s counties
Route 50 corridor. Two separate corridors across the bay will serve to balance
each other in times of heavy travel demand, provide for incidents that stop or
detain traffic, provide for weather related evacuations, maintenance and other
unforeseen stoppages. Further two distant corridors would better serve the
mobility, safety, growth and development needs of the region and the state.
I urge the MDTA and FHWA to acknowledge and include these comments in a
revised DEIS.
Thank You.

